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This examination addresses provisions of the Patent Statute, regulations and MPEP which were not
changed as a result of the enactment of the American Inventors Protection Act of 1999, Pub. L. No. 106113 (“Act”). This examination also does address and test changes to the Patent Statute or regulations
brought about by the enactment of the Act. Some, but not all, questions use the statute and rules,
comments to the rules, and guidelines in place subsequent to November 28, 1999, including the following
rule changes and guidelines in effect on or before January 20, 2001:
? Request for Continued Examination Practice and Changes to Provisional Application Practice; Final
Rule. 65 FR 50092 (Aug. 16, 2000) (including the adoption of changes set forth in Interim Rule, 65 FR
14865 (Mar. 20, 2000) to §§ 1.7, 1.17(e) and (i), 1.53(d)(1), 1.78(a)(3), 1.97(b), 1.104(c)(4), 1.113,
1.116, 1.198, 1.312, and 1.313(a), (b), (c)(1), (c)(3), and (d)).
? Changes to Permit Payment of Patent and Trademark Fees by Credit Card; Final Rule. 65 FR 33452
(May 24, 2000).
? Revision of Patent Fees for Fiscal Year 2001; Final Rule. 65 FR 49193 (Aug. 11, 2000).
? Changes To Implement the Patent Business Goals; Final Rules. 65 FR 54604 (Sept. 8, 2000).

? Changes to Implement the Patent Business Goals; Final Rule and corrections to final rules. 65 FR
78958 (Dec. 18, 2000).
? Changes to Implement Patent Business Goals; Final Rule, Correction. 65 Fed. Reg. 80755 (Dec. 22,
2000).
? Changes To Implement Patent Term Adjustment Under Twenty-Year Patent Term; Final Rules. 65 FR
56366, (Sept. 18, 2000).
? Changes to Implement Eighteen-Month Publication of Patent Applications; Final Rule. 65 FR 57024
(Sept. 20, 2000).
? Changes To Implement Eighteen-Month Publication of Patent Applications; Correction. Final Rule;
correction. 65 FR 66502 (Nov. 6, 2000).
? Treatment of Unlocatable Patent Application and Patent Files; Final Rule. 65 FR 69446 (Nov. 17,
2000).
? Simplification of Certain Requirements in Patent Interference Practice; Final Rule. 65 FR 70489
(Nov. 24, 2000).
? Reestablishment of the Patent and Trademark Office as the United States Patent and Trademark
Office, 65 Fed. Reg. 17858 (April 5, 2000).
? Guidelines Concerning the Implementation of Changes to 35 U.S.C. 102(g) and 103(c) and the
Interpretation of the Term “Original Application” in the American Inventors Protection Act of 1999,
1233 O.G. 54-56 (April 11, 2000).
? Supplemental Examination Guidelines for Determining the Applicability of 35 U.S.C. 112, para. 6, 65
Fed. Reg. 38510-38516 (June 21, 2000); 1236 O.G. 98-104 (July 25, 2000).
? Guidelines Setting Forth a Modified Policy Concerning the Evidence of Common Ownership, or an
Obligation of Assignment to the Same Person, as Required by 35 U.S.C. 103(c), 1241 O.G. 96-97
(December 26, 2000).
? Assignment of Confirmation Number and Time Period for Filing a Copy of an Application by EFS for
Eighteen-Month Publication Purposes, 1241 O.G. 97-98 (December 26, 2000).
? Utility Examination Guidelines, 66 F.R. 1092-1099 (January 5, 2001).

? Guidelines for Examination of Patent Applications Under the 35 U.S.C. Sec. 112, para. 1 “Written
Description” Requirement 66 F.R. 1099-1111 (January 5, 2001).

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Exam.
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1.
A U.S. patent application discloses a first embodiment of an invention, a composition
made of known materials in equal amounts by weight of A, B, and C. The application discloses
a second embodiment of the invention comprising equal amounts by weight of A, B, and C, and
an effective amount of D, a known material, to reduce excess moisture from the composition.
The application also discloses a third embodiment of the invention comprising equal amounts by
weight of A, B, and C, and an effective amount of D to reduce the acidity of the composition.
The application fully discloses guidelines for determining an effective amount of D to reduce
excess moisture from the composition, and determining an effective amount of D to reduce the
acidity of the composition. The application discloses that the amount of D needed to reduce
excess moisture from the composition differs from the amount of D needed to reduce the acidity
of the composition. Which of the following claims, if included in the application, provides a
proper basis for a rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Claim 1. A composition comprising: equal amounts by weight of A, B, and C, and
an effective amount of D to reduce the acidity of the composition.
Claim 1. A composition comprising: equal amounts by weight of A, B, and C, and
an effective amount of D.
Claim 1. A composition comprising: equal amounts by weight of A, B, and C, and
an effective amount of D to reduce excess moisture from the composition.
Claim 1. A composition comprising: equal amounts by weight of A, B, and C.
None of the above.

2.
Able conceived the invention claimed in a patent application. In conceiving the
invention, Able used and adopted ideas and materials known in the art and invented by others.
Ben, Able’s employee, reduced the invention to practice at Able’s request and totally pursuant to
Able’s suggestions. Being unable to afford a patent practitioner’s fees to prepare and prosecute
the application, Able convinced John to pay for the practitioner’s services in return for an interest
in the invention. John did nothing more than provide the funds for the practitioner. Which of the
following is in accordance with proper USPTO practice or procedure?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Exam.

Able need not be the one to reduce the invention to practice so long as the
reduction to practice occurred on his or her behalf. Able can be properly named
as inventor in the application.
To be named an inventor, it is not necessary for John to have contributed to the
conception of the invention. Ben, not Able, can be named as inventor in the
application.
In conceiving the invention, Able may not consider and adopt ideas and materials
derived from any sources, such as ideas of previous inventors. Able cannot be
properly named as inventor in the application.
John and Able may be properly named as joint inventors of the invention in the
application.
John, Ben, and Able may be properly named as joint inventors of the invention in
the application.
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3.
Practitioner Smith filed a utility patent application on January 5, 2001, with informal
drawings. Upon review of the drawings, the USPTO concluded that the drawings were not in
compliance with the 37 CFR 1.84(a)(1) and (k), and were not suitable for reproduction. In an
Office communication, Smith was notified of the objection and given two months to correct the
drawings so that the application can be forwarded to a Technology Center for examination.
Which of the following complies with USPTO practices and procedures for a complete bona fide
attempt to advance the application to final action?
(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)
(E)

Smith timely files a response requesting that the objections to the drawings be
held in abeyance until allowable subject matter is indicated.
Smith timely files a response requesting that the objections to the drawings be
held in abeyance since the requirement increases up- front costs for the patent
applicant, and the costs can be avoided if patentable subject matter is not found.
Smith timely files a response requesting that the objections to the drawings be
held in abeyance until fourteen months from the earliest claimed priority date.
Smith timely files a response correcting the drawings to comply with 37
CFR 1.84(a)(1) and (k), and making them suitable for reproduction.
All of the above.

4.
In 1996, Sydney, while vacationing at the North Pole, invents a new method of ice
fishing using a solar powered fishhook with a transmission device for indicating the presence of
a fish. For 5 years, Sydney practiced his invention exclusively at the North Pole, outside of the
United States, its possessions, or its territories or any WTO or NAFTA country. He showed his
invention to only one person, his friend Charlie, while Charlie was visiting him at the North Pole
in June 2001. Charlie spoke to no one in the United States about the idea and crafted a near
duplicate and began to publicly use it upon his return to Wisconsin in September 2001. On
October 18, 2001, Sydney telephones you and complains to you that Charlie, the only person
who has ever seen Sydney’s device, has begun using his device. In the October 18, 2001 phone
conversation, Sydney asks you for advice as to the filing of a patent application. Which of the
following is the best advice for Sydney?
A)

B)

C)

D)
E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

The witnessing of the fishhook by Charlie in June 2001 constitutes knowledge of
the inventio n, and claims directed to Sydney’s invention could be properly
rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102(a).
Use of the device in Wisconsin constitutes public use and since Sydney cannot
establish prior invention through activities at the North Pole, he is precluded from
antedating the date of the first public use in the United States.
Since Sydney invented the fishing device in 1996, he is the prior inventor and can
overcome the first date of public use by Charlie by filing a 37 CFR1.131 affidavit
or declaration.
Since Charlie first used the fishing device in the United States, Charlie may file a
patent application.
Since Charlie’s public use in Wisconsin was not authorized, Sydney may still file
a patent application on the fishing device.
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5.
You are a registered patent agent with a busy patent practice in Arlington, Virginia. You
are scheduled to leave for a long-awaited three-week trip to the Galapagos Islands on Friday,
October 19, 2001. You recently completed a draft of a provisional patent applicatio n and
forwarded it to the client for review and comment. On October 12 you left a message with the
President of your client, a company, reminding her of your trip and inquiring about the status of
her review. She returns your message on Wednesday, October 17 and informs you for the first
time that the provisional patent application relates to an invention upon which the continued
success of her business depends and that she first offered the invention for sale on October 21,
2000. She also informs you that the provisional application is ready for filing, but that she will
be unable to forward to you a declaration signed by the inventors for at least four weeks.
Understandably, you wish to make absolutely certain that the provisional application, having ten
pages of specification, and three sheets of drawings, is properly filed with the USPTO and
accorded a filing date before you leave for your trip, and that you are timely informed should
anything be omitted. Which of the following scenarios provides the best evidence that the
USPTO has received the provisional application with no missing parts, and the application is
accorded a filing date?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

You promptly hand-carry the provisional application, an application data sheet,
and the appropriate filing fee to the USPTO Customer Service Window. You file
these materials and have the attendant date stamp a card reciting that the
deposited document is a new application and reciting the title of the invention and
listing the names of the inventors.
You promptly mail the provisional application, an application data sheet, and the
appropriate filing fee to the official USPTO address employing a proper
Certificate of Mailing in accordance with 37 CFR 1.8.
You promptly mail the provisional application, an application data sheet and the
appropriate filing fee to the official USPTO address employing Express Mail Post
Office to Addressee service of the U.S. Postal Service in accordance with 37
CFR 1.10.
You promptly mail the provisional application to the official USPTO address
accompanied by a Return Postcard identifying the type of deposited document as
a new patent application and reciting the title of the invention and listing the
names of the inventors.
You promptly hand-carry the provisional application and an application data sheet
to the USPTO Customer Service Window. You file these materials and have the
attendant date stamp a card reciting the title of the invention, the names of the
inventors, and listing the number of pages of the cover sheet, the number of pages
of specification, and the number of sheets of drawings.
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6.
An examiner has advanced a reasonable basis for questioning the adequacy of the
enabling disclosure in the specification of your client’s patent application, and has properly
rejected all the claims in the application. The claims in the application are drawn to a computer
program system. In accordance with proper USPTO practice and procedure, the rejection should
be overcome by submitting _____________
(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)
(E)

factual evidence directed to the amount of time and effort and level of knowledge
required for the practice of the invention from the disclosure alone.
arguments by you (counsel) alone, inasmuch as they can take the place of
evidence in the record.
an affidavit under 37 CFR 1.132 by an affiant, who is more than a routineer in the
art, submitting few facts to support his conclusions on the ultimate legal question
of sufficiency, i.e., that the system “could be constructed.”
opinion evidence directed to the ultimate legal issue of enablement.
patents to show the state of the art for purposes of enablement where these patents
have an issue date later than the effective filing date of the application under
consideration.

7.
Izzy decides one day that the hydrogen fuel cell research in which he is engaged shows
great potential and retains the services of a patent law firm. A patent application is promptly
prepared and filed in the USPTO disclosing and claiming a hydrogen fuel cell wherein the
electrodes employed to catalyze the hydrogen gas into positive ions and negative ions consist of
a platinum catalyst. The original claims are fully supported by the application as filed. Two
preliminary amendments are submitted after the original filing, but prior to initial examination.
In the first preliminary amendment, the specification, but not the claims, is amended to recite that
the electrodes may consist of a niobium catalyst. In the second preliminary amendment, the
specification and the claims are amended to recite that the electrodes may consist of an iridium
catalyst. In the first Office action, the examiner determined that both amendments involve new
matter and required their cancellation. In addition, the examiner rejected all the claims under 35
U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph on the ground that they recited elements without support in the
original disclosure. Ultimately, the examiner issued a Final Rejection on the same basis. Based
upon proper USPTO practice and procedure, which of the following is correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)

(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Review of the determination that both the first preliminary amendment and the
second preliminary amendment contain new matter is by appeal.
Review of the determination that both the first preliminary amendment and the
second preliminary amendment contain new matter is by petition.
Review of the determination that the first preliminary amendment contains new
matter is by appeal, and review of the determination that the second preliminary
amendment contains new matter is by petition.
Review of the determination that the first preliminary amendment contains new
matter is by petition, and review of the determination that the second preliminary
amendment contains new matter is by appeal.
(A), (B), (C), and (D).
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8.
Select from the following an answer which completes the following statement, such that
the completed statement accords with proper USPTO practice and procedure: “When the
reference in question is a noncommonly owned U.S. patent claiming the same invention as
applicant, and its issue date is _____________________”
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

less than one year prior to the presentation of claims to that invention in the
application being examined, applicant’s remedy, if any, is by way of requesting
an interference.
exactly one year prior to the presentation of claims to that invention in the
application being examined, applicant’s remedy, if any, is by way of requesting
an interference.
more than one year prior to the presentation of claims to that invention in the
application being examined, applicant’s remedy, if any, is by way of requesting
an interference.
less than one year prior to the presentation of claims to that invention in the
application being examined, applicant’s remedy, if any, is by way of affidavit or
declaration “swearing back” of reference.
less than one year prior to the presentation of claims to that invention in the
application being examined, applicant’s remedy, if any, is by way of affidavit or
declaration traversing the ground of rejection.

9.
Bill was working toward a Ph.D. in physics from a university in Japan. As part of his
doctoral program, Bill prepared (in Japanese) a thesis directed to his work in the semiconductor
field. Following approval of the thesis by his faculty advisor on December 21, 2000, the sole
copy of Bill’s thesis was placed on the shelves of the university library on January 29, 2001,
where it was accessible to the faculty and students of the university as well as to the general
public. At that time, the thesis was indexed in a general user’s catalog maintained locally at the
university library by author, title and subject. On March 4, 2001, the general user’s catalog was
made freely available on an Internet web page maintained by the university. Which of the
following statements is most correct?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Bill’s thesis may be used under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as a prior art printed
publication against a United States application for patent filed January 4, 2002.
Bill’s thesis may be used under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as a prior art printed
publication against a United States application for patent filed February 19, 2002.
Bill’s thesis may be used under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as a prior art printed
publication against a United States application for patent filed March 6, 2002.
Each of stateme nts (B) and (C) is correct.
Because the thesis was written in Japanese, it cannot be a prior art printed
publication against a United States application for patent.
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10.
Harriet filed a nonprovisional patent application in the USPTO containing a written
assertion of small entity status. Based upon proper USPTO practice and procedure, which of the
following statements is correct?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

If Harriet files a related, continuing application wherein small entity status is
appropriate and desired, it will not be necessary to specifically establish assertion
of such status in the continuing application.
If Harriet files a related, reissue application wherein small entity status is
appropriate and desired, it will be necessary to specifically establish assertion of
such status in the reissue application.
If Harriet files a related, divisional application under 37 CFR 1.53, wherein small
entity status is appropriate and desired, it will not be necessary to specifically
establish assertion of such status in the divisional application.
If Harriet refiles her application as a continued prosecution application under 37
CFR 1.53(d), wherein small entity status is appropriate and desired, it will not be
necessary to specifically establish assertion of such status in the continued
prosecution application.
If Harriet subsequently assigns her rights to another party for whom small entity
status is appropriate and desired, it will be necessary to specifically re-establish
assertion of such status.

11.
A patent application filed in the USPTO contains the following three original claims,
including product by process Claim 3:
Claim 1. A method for making an Ethernet cable comprising the steps of A, B and C.
Claim 2. The method of claim 1, further characterized by the step of D.
Claim 3. The Ethernet cable as in any one of the preceding claims.
In the first Office action, the examiner objects to Claim 3 as being an improper dependent claim
and requires cancellation of the claim. Following proper USPTO practices and procedures,
which of the following replies best overcomes the examiner’s objection and provides the client
with the broadest range of patent protection?
(A)

(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Cancel Claim 3. Add Claim 4, which reads: “An Ethernet cable made by a
process comprising the steps of A, B and C.” Add Claim 5, which reads: “An
Ethernet cable made by a process comprising the steps of A, B, C and D.”
Amend Claim 3 to read: “The Ethernet cable as made by the process set forth in
claims 1-2.”
Cancel Claim 3.
Cancel Claim 3 and add Claim 4, which reads: “An Ethernet cable made by a
process comprising the steps of A, B and C.”
Cancel Claim 3 and add Claim 4, which reads: “An Ethernet cable made by a
process comprising the steps of A, B, C and D.”
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12.
Mike and Mary jointly invented a cornhusk peeler. Mary invented a wrap around handle
for the peeler that keeps the hand protected. Mike invented the portion that engages the
cornhusk and removes the cornhusk without damaging the kernels. An application is filed and
eighteen months later the patent issues listing Mike and Mary as joint inventors with claims to a
cornhusk peeler having the portions invented by both Mike and Mary. Mike and Mary have an
argument and never speak or communicate in any way with each other again. Subsequently,
Mary sells all of her ownership in the patent to Bird’s Beak, who then records the assignment in
the USPTO. Mike comes to you for advice as to what he can do. Which of the following is
true?
(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)

(E)

Mike should file a reissue application in which he names only himself as inventor
and claims only the cornhusk-removing portion. Mike can then sue Bird’s Beak
to prevent them from manufacturing a device with the cornhusk-removing
portion.
Since Mary invented only the handle portion, she can assign only the rights in the
invention concerning the handle. Consequently, Bird’s Beak received only the
right to manufacture the handles but not the cornhusk-removing portion.
Mike should attempt to void the assignment by Mary since the patent was jointly
owned. It takes the consent of both parties to assign the rights in the invention.
Mike can file a reissue application, but only with the consent of Bird’s Beak,
because it takes both the remaining inventor (Mary) and the assignee (Bird’s
Beak) to consent to the filing of a reissue application.
Mike may void the assignment to Bird’s Beak by filing a disclaimer signed only
by Mike disclaiming all claims directed to the portion of the invention that Mary
developed.

13.
Which of the following statements about the disclosure of the utility of an invention is
true in accordance with proper USPTO practice and procedure?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

A claimed utility invention that is disclosed to be neither a machine, an article of
manufacture, a composition, nor a process is patentable in accordance with the
patent law.
In a patent application claiming a compound, a disclosure by the applicant that the
compound may be useful in treating unspecified disorders would be sufficient to
define a specific utility for the compound.
In a patent application claiming a compound, a disclosure by the applicant that the
compound has “useful biological” properties, would be sufficient to define a
specific utility for the compound.
In a patent application claiming a compound, a disclosure by the applicant that the
compound has a specific biological activity and reasonably correlates that activity
to a disease condition would be sufficient to define a specific utility for the
compound.
If a claimed invention does not have utility, the specification nevertheless can
enable one to use it.
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The following facts apply to Questions 14 through 16.
Thomas filed a nonprovisional utility patent application in the USPTO on February 8, 2001. The
application as filed included a specification and claims in compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 112,
three sheets of publication quality drawings, an abstract of the disclosure, and an application data
sheet listing the name and address of the inventor. The application was initially filed without an
executed inventor’s oath or declaration and without the required filing fee. The Office issued a
“Notice to File Missing Parts – Filing Date Granted” on April 2, 2001. The Notice informed
Thomas that he must submit an executed oath or declaration by the inventor, pay the required
filing fee, and pay a surcharge for late submission of these items within two (2) months of the
date of the Notice. Thomas received the Notice on April 9, 2001.
Thomas was occupied with other matters and did not file a reply in full compliance with the
Notice until September 3, 2001. A Petition for a three- month extension of time and all required
fees accompanied the reply.
A first substantive Office action on the merits of the application issued January 21, 2002 and set
a three- month shortened statutory time period for reply. All pending claims were rejected on the
basis of prior art. Thomas filed a fully responsive Amendment on April 15, 2002, and a final
Office action issued September 12, 2002 with a three- month shortened statutory period for reply.
The final Office Action allowed certain claims and rejected other claims on substantially the
same grounds set forth in the first Office action. Thomas filed a Notice of Appeal on October
21, 2002 and an Appeal Brief on April 18, 2003. A Petition for extension of time and proper
authorization to charge a deposit account for any required fees accompanied the Appeal Brief.
An Examiner’s Answer issued on May 2, 2003, and Thomas filed a Reply Brief on May 15,
2003. The Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences affirmed the Examiner’s rejections on
September 17, 2003. With regard to the allowed claims, a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee
Due was mailed October 3, 2003. Thomas paid the Issue Fee on October 20, 2003 and the patent
issued March 23, 2004.
14.
The Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office determined that Thomas failed to
engage in reasonable efforts to conclude prosecution of the application from January 21, 2003 to
April 18, 2003. Which of the following statements is most true?
(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)

(E)
10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Thomas is entitled to no patent term adjustment because the Patent Term
Guarantee Act of 1999 does not apply to Thomas’ patent application.
Although the Patent Term Guarantee Act of 1999 applies to Thomas’ application,
Thomas forfeited any patent term adjustment by failing to engage in reasonable
efforts to conclude prosecution of the application from January 21, 2003 to April
18, 2003.
Thomas is entitled to a patent term adjustment of approximately two (2) months
because the application was pending for more than three (3) years.
By responding to the Notice to File Missing Parts approximately three (3) months
after the deadline set by the USPTO, Thomas reduced any patent term adjustment
by approximately three (3) months.
Statements (A), (B), (C) and (D) are each incorrect.
10
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15.
In the facts set forth in connection with the preceding question, what, if any, extension of
time was required by Thomas for filing an Appeal Brief on April 18, 2003?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(E)

A two-month extension of time was required.
A three-month extension of time was required.
A four- month extension of time was required.
No extension of time was available and the Appeal Brief should have been
rejected because it was filed more than six months after the final Office action
issued.
No extension of time was available and the Appeal Brief should have been
rejected because it was filed more than six months after the Notice of Appeal was
filed.

16.
In addition to the facts set forth in connection with the previous two questions, Thomas’
application had not and would not be the subject of an application filed in another country, or
under a multilateral international agreement, that requires publication of applications eighteen
months after filing. At the time he filed his application in the USPTO, Thomas submitted a
nonpublication request and supporting materials that fully complied with all requirements for
nonpublication of the application at 18 months. Which of the following statements is most
correct?
(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)
(E)

Thomas may rescind his nonpublication request at any time.
By requesting nonpublication of the application, Thomas “opted out” of the
statutory framework for patent term adjustment and, therefore, no patent term
adjustment is available.
Submission of the nonpublication request does not affect any patent term
adjustment that might be available to Thomas.
Statements (A) and (C) are true.
Statements (B) and (C) are true.

17.
There are many factors to be considered when determining whether there is sufficient
evidence to support a determination that a disclosure does not satisfy the enablement requirement
and whether any necessary experimentation is “undue.” Which of the following are among the
factors for determining whether necessary experimentation is “undue”?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

The breadth of the claims.
The nature of the invention.
The state of the prior art.
The level of one of ordinary skill.
(A), (B), (C) and (D).
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18.

Claims 1 and 2 in a patent application state the following:

Claim 1. An apparatus for sitting comprising:
(i) a square shaped base member;
(ii) four elongated members mounted to the bottom of the base member; and
(iii) a circular back member mounted to the base member.
Claim 2.
An apparatus as in claim 1, further comprising a spring connected to the back
member and to the base member.
Which, if any, of the following claims fully supported by the specification and presented in the
application, is in accordance with USPTO rules and procedure?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Claim 3. An apparatus as in claim 1, wherein the base member is rectangularly
shaped.
Claim 3. An apparatus as in claim 2, wherein the wheels connected to each of the
elongated members are plastic.
Claim 3. An apparatus as in any of the preceding claims, in which the circular
back member is wooden.
Claim 3. An apparatus as in the preceding claims, further comprising a pressuresensing device connected to the base member.
None of the above.

19.
In accordance with proper USPTO practice and procedure, which of the following
statements is true?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Where sole patent applicant Able claims his invention in a Jepson-type claim, and
the specification discloses that the subject matter of the preamble was invented by
Baker before applicant’s invention, the preamble is properly treated as prior art.
Where the sole patent applicant Able claims his invention in a Jepson-type claim,
and the specification makes it clear that the claimed invention is an improvement
on Able’s own prior invention, which Ab le discovered less than one year before
the filing date of the application, the preamble in the claim is properly treated as
prior art.
Where the sole patent applicant Able claims his invention in a Jepson-type claim,
and the specification makes it clear that the claimed invention is an improvement
on an invention that Able discovered and publicly used and commercially sold by
Able in Texas for several years before the filing date of the application, the
preamble in the claim cannot properly be treated as prior art.
Where the sole applicant, Baker, states that something is prior art, the statement
can be taken as being admitted prior art only if corroborated by objective
evidence proffered by Baker, or found by the examiner.
No claim, including a Jepson-type claim, carries with it an implied admission that
the elements in the preamble are old in the art.
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20.

Which of the following is true?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

In rejecting claims the examiner may rely upon facts within his own personal
knowledge, unless the exa miner qualifies as an expert within the art, in which
case he is precluded from doing so, since only evidence of one of ordinary skill in
the art is permitted.
If an applicant desires to claim subject matter in a reissue which was the same
subject matter waived in the statutory invention registration of another, the
applicant is precluded by the waiver from doing so, even though the applicant was
not named in the statutory invention registration.
If an applicant, knowing that the subject matter claimed in his patent application
was on sale in Michigan and sales activity is a statutory bar under 35 U.S.C.
§ 102(b) to the claims in his application, nevertheless withholds the information
from the patent examiner examining the application, and obtains a patent
including the claims in question, the applicant may remove any issue of
inequitable conduct by filing a request for reexamination based on the sales
activity.
An applicant for a patent may overcome a statutory bar under 35 U.S.C. §102(b)
based on a patent claiming the same invention by acquiring the rights to the patent
pursuant to an assignment and then asserting the assignee’s right to determine
priority of invention pursuant to 37 CFR 1.602.
None of the above.

21.
An application, filed September 20, 2001, has not yet been examined. All claims in the
application are drawn to a single invention. Which of the following, submitted (independently of
each other) by a registered practitioner of record with an otherwise proper petition to make the
application special, properly results in the application being advanced out of turn for
examination?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

A statement under 37 CFR 1.102 explaining how the invention contributes to the
restoration of the basic life-sustaining elements to enhance the quality of the
environment, without the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(h).
A search made by a foreign patent office, one copy each of the references deemed
most closely related to the subject matter encompassed by the claims, a detailed
discussion of the references that points out with the particularity required by 37
CFR 1.111(b) and (c) how the claimed subject matter is patentable over the
references, and the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(h).
A doctor’s certificate demonstrating that the applicant’s health is such that he
might not be available to assist in the prosecution of the application if it were to
run its normal course, without the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(h).
A birth certificate showing that applicant is 65 years of age, without the petition
fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(h).
All of the above.
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22.
To satisfy the written description requirement of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112,
an applicant must show possession of the invention. An applicant’s lack of possession of the
invention may be evidenced by:
(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)
(E)

Original claims which recite an essential feature where the feature is not described
in the specification or the claims, and is not conventional in the art or known to
one of ordinary skill in the art.
A specification of a patent application that describes the claimed invention with
all of its limitations using such descriptive means as words, structures, figures,
diagrams, and formulas that fully set forth the claimed invention.
A specification of a patent application that describes an actual reduction to
practice of the claimed invention.
An amendment to a claim seeking to add a limitation that is supported in the
specification through implicit or inherent disclosure.
An amendment to a claim seeking to correct an obvious error by the appropriate
correction.

23.
Greene is a registered patent agent employed by an intellectual property law firm located
in Arlington, Virginia. Greene is awakened at 5:30 AM one morning by a frantic call from
Whyte, a senior partner at the law firm. Whyte informs Greene that Whyte has an examiner
interview scheduled for 3:00 PM that day in connection with an important patent application
Whyte is handling. However, a family emergency arose during the night and Whyte will not be
able to attend the interview. It is also the last day of the statutory six- month period for reply, so
the interview cannot be rescheduled. Whyte requests that Greene conduct the examiner
interview for Whyte and, based on the outcome of the interview, file appropriate papers with the
Patent Office. Whyte tells Greene exactly where Greene can locate the file in Whyte’s office.
Greene has not been given a power of attorney in the application, but has been given a power to
inspect the Patent Office file for the application. Assuming Greene has adequate time to prepare
for the interview and will competently represent the applicant, which of the following statements
is true?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Greene must obtain either a written power of attorney from the applicant or a
written associate power of attorney from Whyte before Greene can participate in
the examiner interview.
Greene can participate in the interview if Greene brings along a copy of the
application file and states to the examiner that Greene is authorized to represent
the applicant.
Greene cannot participate in the examiner interview because Greene does not
have an express power of attorney and has not previously made an appearance in
the application.
A mere power to inspect is sufficient authority for an examiner to grant an
interview involving the merits of an application.
Statements (B) and (D) are true.
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24.
Pete wants to file a protest against a patent application filed by a coworker. In the locker
room at his place of employment, Pete overheard Sol talking about an application for a golf ball
retriever. Pete feels that the invention strongly resembles a golf ball retriever device published in
a 1995 edition of Popular Golf magazine. Pete comes to you to file a protest. Pete wants to
know if it will be considered by the examiner, and if the applicant (Sol) is required to respond.
Pete believes he heard Sol say the application was filed in May 2001, and wonders whether he
should include evidence of fraud since Pete believes that his (Pete’s) wife may have shown Sol
the Popular Golf article. Which of the following is not accurate with respect to proper USPTO
procedure in relation to applications filed on or after January 1, 2001?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Pete’s protest against Sol’s pending application will be referred to the examiner
having charge of the subject matter involved provided Pete can adequately
identify the application. Protests that do not adequately identify a pending patent
application will be returned to the protestor and will not be further considered by
the Office.
Pete’s protest, provided it adequately identifies Sol’s application, will be entered
in the application file if: (1) the protest is submitted prior to the date the
application was published or the mailing of a notice of allowance under § 1.311,
whichever occurs first; and (2) the protest is either served upon Sol in accordance
with § 1.248, or filed with the Office in duplicate in the event service is not
possible.
If Pete submits evidence that his wife gave Sol a copy of the Popular Golf article
and contends that Sol fraudulently copied the device from that disclosed in the
article, the examiner will generally not comment on the issues related to fraud.
Pete’s protest, provided it adequately identifies Sol’s application and is submitted
prior to the date the application was published or the mailing of a notice of
allowance under § 1.311, and which is either served upon Sol in accordance with
§ 1.248, or filed with the Office in duplicate in the eve nt service is not possible,
will be considered by the Office if the application is still pending when the protest
and application file are brought before the examiner, and the protest includes:
(1) a listing of the patents, publications, or other information relied upon; (2) a
concise explanation of the relevance of each listed item; (3) a copy of each listed
patent or publication or other item of information in written form or at least the
pertinent portions thereof; and (4) an English language translation of all the
necessary and pertinent parts of any non-English language patent, publication, or
other item of information in written form relied upon.
If Pete files the protest before the final office action, Sol has a duty to respond to
the issues raised by Pete’s protest even in the absence of a request by the USPTO
for comments. If such issues are not addressed, the issues will be deemed
admitted.
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25.
In accordance with USPTO rules and procedure, in which of the following situations may
an applicant file a request on or after August 16, 2000 for continued examination of a nonprovisional utility patent application with an earliest effective filing date of March 15, 1999?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

The last Office action is a notice of allowance, the issue fee has been paid, and no
petition to withdraw the application from issue has been granted.
The last Office action is a final action and the application is abandoned.
The last Office action is a non- final Office action containing a rejection of all
claims under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b), and the applicant has filed no reply.
The last Office action is a notice of allowance, and after four months from the
date of the notice of allowance, the issue fee has not been paid.
None of the above.

26.
In a non-provisiona l utility patent application filed January 12, 1999, the examiner sends
Applicant a final Office action dated February 14, 2001, rejecting claim 1 under 35 U.S.C.
§ 102(a), and objecting as to the form of claims 2 through 10. The examiner sets a three- month
shortened statutory period for reply. According to USPTO rules and procedure, which of the
following by Applicant ensures that the application does not go abandoned on Wednesday,
August 15, 2001?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Mailing to the USPTO, using a certificate of mailing under 37 CFR 1.8, dated
August 14, 2001, a petition and fee for an extension of three months, a request for
a continued prosecution application, and the fee for a request for a continued
prosecution application. The foregoing is received by the USPTO on August 17,
2001.
Mailing to the USPTO, using a certificate of mailing under 37 CFR 1.8, dated
August 14, 2001, a petition and fee for an extension of three months, a request for
continued examination with a submission that meets the reply requirements of 37
CFR 1.111, and the fee for a request for continued examination. The foregoing is
received by the USPTO on August 17, 2001.
Mailing to the USPTO, using a certificate of mailing under 37 CFR 1.8, dated
August 14, 2001, a petition and fee for an extension of three months. The
foregoing is received by the USPTO on August 17, 2001. Also, telephoning the
examiner on August 14, 2001 to discuss the rejections of claims in the final Office
action, but without reaching an agreement with the examiner.
Mailing to the USPTO a petition and fee for an extension of three months, a
request for continued examination with a reply that states, “Applicant requests
that objections as to form be held in abeyance until allowable subject matter is
indicated, at which time Applicant will reply to the rejection of claim 1,” and the
fee for a request for continued examination. The foregoing is received by the
USPTO on August 14, 2001.
Each of items (A), (B), (C) and (D) would ensure that the application does not go
abandoned on Wednesday, August 15, 2001.
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27.
Mary, a legally competent adult inventor, filed provisional application A on January 3,
2000, a nonprovisional application B one year later on January 3, 2001, and nonprovisional
application C on February 28, 2001. Nonprovisional application B was abandoned when
nonprovisional application C was filed. The provisional application and both nonprovisional
patent applications were in Mary’s name only, but a declaration has not yet been filed. Mary is
living on a remote island in the middle of the Arctic Ocean where the only communication is in
the summer months. Sam, the father of Mary, has been authorized by Mary to sign Mary’s name
to the § 1.63 declaration and also Sam’s name. Sam, unbeknownst to Mary, also wants access to
all three application files at the USPTO before he files the declaration to make certain Mary has
properly described her invention. Sam acknowledges he is not an inventor but insists he must
sign as an inventor so that he may act on behalf of Mary. Which of the following is not in
accordance with proper USPTO procedure in relation to applications filed on or after January 1,
2001?
(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)
(E)

Sam may not add his name as an inventor since a patent is applied for only in the
name or names of the actual inventor or inventors.
Since no declaration was filed during the pendency of application B, Sam may not
see the Application papers for application B since he has not been authorized by
Mary to see the application A and Sam is not an inventor.
Sam is not entitled to access to the provisional application A since he has not been
authorized by Mary to see the application A and Sam is not an inventor.
Sam is precluded from access to the Application B since his name does not appear
on the application papers and Sam is not an inventor.
Sam may sign Mary’s name to the declaration since he was authorized by Mary to
do so.

28.
In which of the following instances is the reference properly available as prior art under
35 U.S.C § 102(d)?
(A)
(B)

(C)

(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

A U.S. patent application is filed within the one year anniversary date of the filing
date of the foreign application. The reference is the foreign application.
The applicant files a foreign application, later timely files a U.S. application
claiming priority based on the foreign application, and then files a continuation in - part (CIP) application, and the claims in the CIP are not entitled to the filing
date of the U.S. parent application. The foreign application issues as a patent
before the filing date of the CIP application and is used to reject the claims
directed to the added subject matter under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(d)/103. The
reference is the foreign application.
The applicant files a foreign application, and later timely files a U.S. application
claiming priority based on the foreign application. The examined foreign
application has been allowed by the examiner and has not been published before
the U.S. application was filed. The reference is the foreign application.
The reference is a defensive publication.
All of the above.
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29.

Which of the following is in accordance with proper USPTO practice and procedure?
(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)

(E)

A Certificate of Mailing or Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8 is proper for filing a
Continued Prosecution Application under 37 CFR 1.53(d) to obtain the date of the
Certificate as the filing date for the application.
The fee an applicant must pay to request continued examination of an application
is set in an amount equal to the basic filing fee the same applicant must pay for a
utility patent application.
The Office does not charge a fee for processing a fee paid by a check that has
been refused, i.e., dishonored and returned, by a financial institution.
To first request conversion of a provisional application containing a claim to a
nonprovisional application after the provisional application has become
abandoned, a petition to revive, accompanied by the appropriate fees, a showing
of unavoidable delay, and a request for the conversion must be filed within one
year of the date of abandonment.
The conversion of a provisional application, for which a basic filing fee was
properly paid, to a nonprovisional application will result in the savings of filing
and other fees over the filing of a nonprovisional application claiming the benefit
under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) and 37 CFR 1.78 of the earlier provisional filing date.

30.
You file a nonprovisional patent application in the USPTO on December 27, 1999, on
behalf of your client. On the basis of information provided to you, you assert entitlement to
small entity status and pay the small entity status basic filing fee of $345. On December 27,
2000, a first Office action is mailed. You file a reply to the Office action on February 2, 2001,
accompanied by an Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) and the required fee of $240 for
filing the IDS at such time. You now learn that the small entity status was erroneous at the time
it was established, although it was established in good faith, and the deficiency resulting from the
previous erroneous payment must be paid and can be calculated from the following table:

Basic Fee at time of payment
IDS Fee at time of payment
Current Basic Fee
Current IDS Fee

Other than Small Entity
$690.00
$240.00
$710.00
$180.00

Small Entity
$345.00
$240.00
$355.00
$180.00

In accordance with USPTO proper practice and procedure, which of the following is the proper
deficiency amount?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

$365.00
$355.00
$305.00
$295.00
$335.00
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31.
Zak had expended a considerable amount of money, time, and effort in the pursuit of
patent protection for an invention that he had conceived of many years before. His sacrifices had
been large and his frustration and disappointment could be observed in the expression on his face
when his attorney informed him that the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences (“BPAI”)
issued a decision on February 19, 2001, affirming the examiner’s rejection of all the claims in his
application. Zak didn’t even think twice when he directed his attorney to immediately file a
Request for Rehearing or Reconsideration. Assuming action on the Request for Rehearing or
Reconsideration is unfavorable to Zak, which of the following options is available to Zak?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

32.

File a Notice of Appeal to the Court of Appeals of the Federal Circuit (“CAFC”)
within 6 months of the BPAI decision, accompanied by a request for extension of
time under 37 CFR 1.136 and the appropriate fee.
File a Notice of Appeal to the U.S. District Court of the District of Columbia
(“DDC”) within 5 months of the BPAI decision, accompanied by a request for
extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136 and the appropriate fee.
File a Notice of Appeal to the Court of Appeals of the Federal Circuit (“CAFC”)
within 6 months after action on the Request for Rehearing or Reconsideration,
accompanied by a request for extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136 and the
appropriate fee.
File a Notice of Appeal to the U.S. District Court of the District of Columbia
(“DDC”) within 5 months after action on the Request for Rehearing or
Reconsideration, accompanied by a request for extension of time under 37
CFR 1.136 and the appropriate fee.
File a Notice of Appeal to the U.S. District Court of the District of Columbia
(“DDC”) within 2 months after action on the Request for Re hearing or
Reconsideration.

Which of the following is true?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Once the issue fee has become due, provided an original application has not been
pending more than three years, the applicant may request and the Office may
grant a request for deferral of payment of the issue fee.
The time period set for the payment of the issue fee is statutory and cannot be
extended. However, if payment is not timely made and the delay in making the
payment is shown to be unavoidable, upon payment of a fee for delayed payment,
it may be accepted as though no abandonment had occurred, but there will be a
reduction on the patent term adjustment for the period of abandonment.
Upon written request, a person citing patents and printed publications to the
Office that the person believes has a bearing on the patentability of a particular
patent, may request that his or her name remain confidential.
To obtain benefit of priority based on an earlier filed patent application, an
applicant in a later filed continuation application is not required to claim priority
under 35 U.S.C. § 120 to an earlier filed application.
Each of statements (B) and (C) is true.
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The following facts pertain to questions 33 and 34.
Applicant Sonny filed a patent application having an effective U.S. filing date of February 15,
2000. The application fully discloses and claims the following:
Claim 1. An apparatus for converting solar energy into electrical energy comprising:
(i) a metallic parabolic reflector;
(ii) a steam engine having a boiler located at the focal point of the metallic parabolic
reflector; and
(iii) an electrical generator coupled to the steam engine.
In a non-final Office action dated March 15, 2001, the examiner rejects claim 1 under 35 U.S.C.
§ 102(d) as anticipated by a patent granted in a foreign country to Applicant Sonny (“Foreign
patent”). The Foreign patent was filed February 1, 1999, and was patented and published on
January 17, 2000. The examiner’s rejection points out that the invention disclosed in the Foreign
patent is a glass lens with a steam engine having a boiler at the focal point of the glass lens, and
an electrical generator coupled to the steam engine. The rejection states that the examiner takes
official notice that it was well known by those of ordinary skill in the art of solar energy devices,
prior to Applicant Sonny’s invention, to use either a lens or a parabolic reflector to focus solar
rays.

33.
Sonny informs you that you should not narrow the scope of the claims unless absolutely
necessary to overcome the rejection. Which of the following, in reply to the Office action dated
March 15, 2001, is best?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

Traverse the rejection arguing that the examiner’s use of the Foreign patent is
improper because an applicant cannot be barred by a foreign patent issued to the
same applicant.
Amend claim 1 to further include a feature that is disclosed only in the U.S.
application, and point out that the newly added feature distinguishes Sonny’s
invention over the invention in the Foreign patent.
Traverse the rejection arguing that the examiner does not create a prima facie case
of obviousness because the examiner does not show why one of ordinary skill in
the art of solar energy devices would be motivated to modify the Foreign patent.
Traverse the rejection arguing that the examiner’s rejection under 35 U.S.C.
§ 102(d) was improper because claim 1 is not anticipated by the Foreign patent.
Traverse the rejection arguing that it was not well known to use either a lens or a
parabolic reflector to focus solar rays, and submit an affidavit under 37
CFR 1.132.
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34.
Which of the following claims, if fully disclosed and presented in Sonny’s U.S.
application, provides a proper basis for an objection under 37 CFR 1.75(c)?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Claim 2. An apparatus as in claim 1, further comprising a voltage regulator
coupled to the electrical generator.
Claim 2. An apparatus as in claim 1, wherein the metallic parabolic reflector is
aluminum.
Claim 2. An apparatus as in claim 1, wherein the steam engine has two cylinders.
Claim 2. An apparatus as in claim 1, wherein the parabolic reflector is either
metallic or plastic.
Claim 2. An apparatus as in claim 1, further comprising an electronic pressure
sensor coupled to the steam engine.

35.
Tony, a client, comes to you with regard to a competitor’s two published patent
applications, A and B, which were published one month ago. Tony shows you several material
prior art publications and patents that he discovered for the first time while cleaning out his
brother- in- law’s attic last week. Assume no Notice of Allowance has been mailed in application
A and a Notice of Allowance has been mailed in application B. Tony wants to know if it is too
late to submit the information to the USPTO for consideration by the examiner. He also wants to
know how it is accomplished, if the applicant needs to be served a copy, whether a fee is
required and whether an explanation is needed for each reference. Which of the following is not
accurate with respect to proper USPTO procedure?
(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)

(E)

10/17/2001 USPTO Reg. Ex am.

The submission by Tony of patents or publications relevant to pending published
application A will be permitted without the necessity of paying the processing or
petition fee required by 37 CFR 1.17(i) if the patents or publications are submitted
within two months of the publication of the competitor’s application.
Each submission must identify the application to which it is directed by
application number and include: (1) the appropriate fee set forth in 37
CFR 1.17(p); (2) a list of the patents or publications submitted for consideration
by the Office, including the date of publication of each patent or publication; (3) a
copy of each listed patent or publication in written form or at least the pertinent
portions; and (4) an English language translation of all the necessary and pertinent
parts of any non-English language patent or publication in written form relied
upon.
The submissions by Tony of patents or publications relevant to both of the
pending published applications A and B need not be served upon the applicant.
The submissions by Tony of patents or publications relevant to the pending
published applications A and B shall not include any explanation of the patents or
publications, or any other information.
The submission by Tony of patents or publications relevant to pending published
application B will be permitted only if accompanied by the processing fee as set
forth in 37 CFR 1.17(i).
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36.
Upon examination of your client’s patent application, the patent examiner is considering
whether and what rejections to apply to the claims. One or more of the limitations in the claims
is indefinite or lacks supporting disclosure. The examiner may not properly take which of the
following actions or inactions?
(A)
(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

37.

If the claim is subject to plural interpretations due to a limitation being indefinite,
the examiner may disregard any possibility of multiple interpretations.
If a claim is subject to more than one interpretation due to a limitation being
indefinite, at least one of which would render the claim unpatentable over the
prior art, the examiner should reject the claim as indefinite under 35 U.S.C. § 112,
second paragraph, and should reject the claim over the prior art based on the
interpretation of the claim that renders the prior art applicable.
If no reasonably definite meaning can be ascribed to certain claim language, the
examiner should reject the claim as indefinite under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second
paragraph, and not reject the claim as obvious.
When evaluating claims for obviousness under 35 U.S.C. § 103, all the limitations
of the claims, including new matter lacking supporting disclosure in the originally
filed specification, must be considered and given weight.
(C) and (D).

Which of the following is true?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)
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A claim to a process omitting a step in a disclosed process, where the step is
disclosed in the specification to be essential to the invention, may not be properly
rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, for lack of enablement where the
specification provides an enabling disclosure only for the process which includes
the essential step.
Failure to disclose the best mode must rise to the level of active concealment or
grossly inequitable conduct in order to support a rejection under 35 U.S.C.§ 112,
first paragraph.
A claim failing to interrelate essential elements of the invention, as defined by the
applicant in the specification, where the interrelation is critical to the invention
may be properly rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, for failure to
properly point out and distinctly claim the invention.
Where the best mode contemplated by the inventor at the time of filing the
application is not disclosed, a proposed amendment adding a specific mode of
practicing the invention would not be new matter.
The best mode requirement is the same as the enablement requirement of the first
paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112.
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38.
Your clients, Able and Baker, filed a patent application. In accordance with proper
USPTO practice and procedure, in which of the following instances, absent additional facts, is
the reference or event either prior art or an act that may not be properly applied to reject claims
in your client’s application?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

39.

The patent application was filed on Tuesday, June 26, 2001 in the USPTO. The
reference is an article in a trade magazine published on November 10, 2000.
Able, Baker and McGeiver are the authors of the article. The article fully
discloses the claimed invention and how to make and use it.
The patent application was filed on Monday, June 25, 2001 in the USPTO. Able
and Baker placed the invention on sale in the United States on Monday, June 26,
2000. The public came into possession and understands the invention the day it is
placed on sale. Your clients have disclosed this information when they filed the
application.
The patent application was filed on Monday, June 25, 2001, in the USPTO.
McGeiver, a friend of Baker, publicly used the invention in Hawaii on April 15,
2000. The public use was not experimental and was without Baker’s knowledge
or consent. The public came into possession of the invention the day it was used
by McGeiver.
The patent application was filed on Monday, June 25, 2001, in the USPTO. The
invention became known to the public in the United States in April 2000 as a
result of disclosure on the Internet by Wilson, a party unknown to Able and
Baker. The invention was not placed on sale or in public use prior to the filing
date of the application.
More than one year prior to the filing in the USPTO of a patent application on
Monday, June 25, 2001, in the USPTO, the invention, a machine, was used
secretly by John, another inventor, to make a product. The details of the
invention are ascertainable by inspection or analysis of the product made by John
that was sold and publicly displayed.

A grant of small entity status entitles an applicant to which of the following?
(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)
(E)
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Applicant will receive an accelerated examination by having the application
advanced out of order.
Applicant can use a certificate of mailing under 37 CFR 1.8 to obtain a U.S. filing
date that is earlier than the actual USPTO receipt date of the application.
Applicant will obtain a refund of all fees paid to the USPTO where applicant
demonstrates: (i) a changed purpose for which the fees were paid, (ii) the fees
were not paid by mistake, and (iii) the fees were not paid in excess of the amount
required.
Applicant can pay a fee to file a request for continued examination pursuant to 37
CFR 1.114 that is less than the fee paid by other than a small entity.
None of the above.
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40.

Which of the following is not in accordance with proper USPTO practice and procedure?
(A)

(B)
(C)

(D)

(E)

Conversion of a provisional application to a nonprovisional application will result
in the term of any patent to issue from the application being measured from at
least the filing date of the provisional application.
Conversion of a provisional application to a nonprovisional application cannot
adversely impact on the term of any patent to issue from the application.
An applicant having filed a provisional application can avoid any adverse patent
term impact resulting from converting the provisional application to a
nonprovisional application by instead filing a nonprovisional application claiming
the benefit of the provisional application under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e).
An applicant filing nonprovisional application claiming the benefit under 35
U.S.C. § 119(e) and 37 CFR 1.78 of the earlier provisional application, and not
requesting conversion of the provisional to the nonprovisional application can
avoid the fee required to convert a provisional application to a nonprovisional
application, as well as any adverse patent term effect that would result from a
conversion.
The twelve month period of pendency of a provisional application extends to the
next secular or business day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or Federal holiday
within the District or Columbia if the day that is twelve months after the filing
date of the provisional application under 35 U.S.C. § 111(b) and 37 CFR 1.53(c)
falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or a Federal holiday in the District of Columbia.

41.
Mark Twine obtains a patent directed to a machine for manufacturing string. The patent
contains a single claim (Claim 1) which recites six claim elements. The entire interest in
Twine’s patent is assigned to the S. Clemens String Co., and Twine is available and willing to
cooperate with S. Clemens String Co. to file a reissue application. A subsequent reissue
application includes Claim 2, which is similar to original Claim 1. However, one of the elements
recited in Claim 2 is broader than its counterpart element in the original claim. The remaining
five elements are narrower than their respective counterpart elements in the original patent claim.
Which of the following scenarios accords with USPTO proper practice and procedure?
(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)
(E)
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The S. Clemens String Co. files the reissue application more than 2 years after the
issue date of the original patent application.
The S. Clemens String Co. files the reissue application less than 2 years after the
issue date of the original patent but more than 2 years after original application
filing date.
Mark Twine files the reissue application less than 2 years after the issue date of
the original patent but more than 2 years after original application filing date.
Mark Twine files the reissue application more than 2 years after the issue date of
the original patent.
Mark Twine and the S. Clemens String Co. jointly file the reissue application
more than 2 years after the issue date of the original patent.
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42.
A maintenance fee in the correct amount is received by the USPTO in September 2001,
prior to the due date. The maintenance fee payment includes identification of a U.S. patent
number. In accordance with proper USPTO rules and procedure, in which of the following
situations may the USPTO return the maintenance fee payment?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
(E)

The maintenance fee payment is submitted by the patentee’s grandmother,
without authorization by the patentee, and includes identification of the U.S.
application number for the patent.
The maintenance fee payment is submitted by the attorney of record in the
application, without authorization by the patentee, and includes identification of
the U.S. application number for the patent.
The maintenance fee payment is submitted by the attorney of record in the
application, with authorization by the patentee, and does not include identificatio n
of the U.S. application number for the patent.
(A) and (B).
None of the above.

43.
A claim in your client’s patent application has been rejected as being anticipated by a
prior art reference. In which of the following instances is the claim not necessarily anticipated?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)
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The prior art is a U.S. patent issued five years before the effective date of your
client’s application. In your client’s application, the claim is a generic claim. The
prior art clearly discloses a species falling within the claimed genus in your
client’s application.
The prior art is a U.S. patent issued two years before the effective date of your
client’s application. In your client’s application, claim 4 is directed to a species.
The prior art discloses forty-six species. The species claimed in claim 4 is clearly
disclosed by name in the prior art. The remaining forty- five species disclosed in
the prior art do not anticipate or render obvious any subject matter claimed in
your client’s application.
The prio r art is a U.S. patent issued two years before the effective date of your
client’s application. In your client’s application, claim 1 is directed to
“composition comprising copper oxygen, and 10 to 20 mg of sulfur.” The prior
art discloses a composition “comprising copper, oxygen and 15 mg. of sulfur.”
The prior art is a U.S. patent issued two years before the effective date of your
client’s application. Claim 1 in your client’s application is drawn to a
composition of gases, and contains a narrow range of the amount of oxygen. The
prior art discloses composition of the same gases, and a broad range of the
amount of oxygen that is inclusive of the claimed narrow range, but does not
disclose specific examples falling within the claimed narrow range. Your client
not only discloses a different utility for the claimed invention, but also unexpected
results achieved within the narrow range.
(A), (B), (C) and (D).
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44.
A condition for patentability is that an inventor is entitled to a patent unless he has
abandoned the invention. Your client has engaged in conduct or omissions that may or may not
be construed as abandonment of her invention. In which of the following situations would it be
proper for a patent examiner to conclude, in an ex parte proceeding, that an inventor has
abandoned the invention?
(A)

(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

From the inventor’s inaction, following conception, to do anything over a period
of time to develop or patent his or her invention, the inventor’s ridicule of another
person’s attempts to develop that invention, and the inventor’s active show of
interest in promoting and developing the invention only after successful
marketing by another of a device embodying that invention.
When acts of another can be imputed to the inventor as an intent to abandon the
invention.
From the inventor’s delay alone in filing a first patent application for the
invention.
From an inventor’s delay in reapplying for patent after abandonment of a previous
patent application.
From the inventor’s act of disclosing but not claiming the subject matter in a
previously issued patent, even though the inventor claims the subject matter in an
another patent application that is filed within one year after the patent issued.

45.
You are prosecuting a patent applicatio n wherein an Office Action has been issued
rejecting the claims as being obvious over the prior art and objecting to the drawings as failing to
illustrate an item that is fully described in the specification and included in a dependent claim.
The Examiner has required an amendment to Figure 1 to illustrate the item. In preparing a reply
to the Office Action, you identify several errors in Figure 2 that also should be corrected.
Assuming that you make a small amendment to the claims and develop persuasive arguments to
overcome the obviousness rejection, and that the Examiner will not object to your desired
changes to Figure 2, which of the following actions is likely to lead to the most favorable result?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
(E)
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Submit a reply amending the claims and setting forth your arguments to overcome
the obviousness rejection. Submit a separate cover letter for replacement Figures
1 and 2 that incorporate the amendments to the drawings.
Submit a reply amending the claims and setting forth your arguments to overcome
the obviousness rejection. In the Remarks portion of the reply, explain the
proposed drawing changes and attach copies of Figures 1 and 2 with the changes
marked in red for the Examiner’s review and approval.
Submit a reply amending the claims and setting forth your arguments to overcome
the obviousness rejection. In a separate paper, explain the proposed drawing
changes and attach copies of Figures 1 and 2 with the changes marked in red for
the Examiner’s review and approval.
Options (A), (B) and (C) are equally likely to lead to the most favorable result.
Options (B) and (C) are equally likely to lead to the most favorable result.
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46.
According to USPTO rules and procedure, which of the following can be overcome by an
affidavit under 37 CFR 1.131?
(A)
(B)
(C)

(D)

(E)

A rejection properly based on statutory double patenting.
A rejection properly made under 35 U.S.C. § 102(d) based on a foreign patent
granted in a non-WTO country.
A rejection properly made under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a) based on a journal article
dated one month prior to the effective filing date of the U.S. patent application.
Applicant has clearly admitted on the record during the prosecution of the
application that subject matter in the journal article relied on by the examiner is
prior art.
A rejection properly made under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) based on a U.S. patent that
issued 18 months before the effective filing date of the application. The patent
discloses, but does not claim, the invention.
None of the above.

47.
Claims in your client’s patent application have been rejected as unpatentable over prior
art. In accordance with proper USPTO practice and procedure, which, if any, of the following
statements is true?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)
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The prior art is a U.S. patent issued five years before the effective date of your
client’s application. The claims are properly rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) of
the disclosure in the patent that anticipates the claimed invention. Evidence of
secondary considerations, such as unexpected results or commercial success, is
relevant to the rejection and thus can overcome the rejection.
The prior art is a U.S. patent issued five years before the effective date of your
client’s application. The claims are properly rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)
over the disclosure in the patent that anticipates the claimed invention. The
rejection can be overcome by arguing that the alleged anticipatory prior art is
“nonanalogous art.”
The prior art is a U.S. patent issued five years before the effective date of your
client’s application. The claims are properly rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)
over the disclosure in the patent that anticipates the claimed invention. The
rejection can be overcome by arguing that the alleged anticipatory prior art
teaches away from the invention.
The prior art is a U.S. patent issued five years before the effective date of your
client’s application. The claims are properly rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)
over the disclosure in the patent that anticipates the claimed invention. The
rejection can be overcome by arguing that the alleged anticipatory prior art is not
recognized as solving the problem solved by the claimed invention.
None of the above.
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48.
Your longstanding client, Acme Chemical, comes to you for advice concerning a
competitor’s patent that Acme fears might cover Acme’s key commercial product. Acme
informs you that it began selling its product approximately eleven months before the competitor
filed its patent application, and that a complete description of the product and how to make it was
published in a trade magazine approximately ten months before the competitor’s December 8,
1999 application filing date. Acme asks you to recommend options short of litigation that might
be available to challenge validity of the patent. Acme also asks that in making your
recommendation you take into account that Acme will not challenge the patent’s validity unless
it can be actively involved in all phases of the proceeding, even if that involvement will increase
Acme’s costs. Which of the following is the most reasonable advice to Acme?
(A)

(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

49.

You suggest that Acme request ex parte reexamination on the basis of the trade
magazine publication and that Acme file a reply to any statement by the patent
owner concerning any new question of patentability.
You suggest that Acme request ex parte reexamination on the basis of Acme’s
prior sales and the trade magazine publication.
You suggest that Acme request inter partes reexamination on the basis of the
trade magazine publication only.
You suggest that Acme request inter partes reexamination on the basis of Acme’s
prior sales and the trade magazine publication.
You suggest that Acme inform the competitor in writing of the prior sales and
trade magazine publication to force the competitor to inform the USPTO of this
information and to force the competitor to initiate a reexamination of its own
patent.

Which of the following statements accords with proper USPTO practice and procedure?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)
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If a design patent was granted 3 years and 9 months ago, a maintenance fee paid
today must include a surcharge because the payment is being made during the
grace period.
If a design patent was granted 3 years and 9 months ago, and payment of the
maintenance fee and surcharge is not paid through the day of the 4th anniversary
of the grant for the first maintenance fee, the patent will expire.
If a plant patent was granted 7 years and 3 months ago, a maintenance fee must be
paid, but a surcharge is not required, because the payment is not being made
during the grace period.
If a utility patent was granted 7 years and 9 months ago, the first maintenance fee
was timely paid, and the 8th anniversary of the patent grant falls on a Saturday,
then the 2nd maintenance fee may be paid without surcharge on the next
succeeding day which is not a Sunday or Federal holiday.
If a reissue application issues as a reissue patent exactly two years after the grant
of the original patent, the maintenance fee for the 4th anniversary of the patent
grant must be paid within eighteen months of the reissuance of the patent to avoid
a surcharge.
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50.
On February 15, 2000, Debbie conceived a new, useful and nonobvious improvement in
saddles for horses. Debbie spent the next four months working regularly on the idea and she
built a prototype that implemented the concept on June 17, 2000. The prototype worked
perfectly for its intended purpose. The next day, Debbie visited a patent attorney, Ginny, and
asked her to prepare a patent application on Debbie’s behalf. Ginny explained that her workload
would prevent her from working on the application for at least four months. Ginny therefore
declined representation of Debbie and gave her the names of a number of other qualified patent
practitioners. Debbie, however, did not contact any of the individuals recommended by Ginny.
Debbie visited Ginny again on December 1, 2000. At that time Ginny agreed to represent
Debbie. A patent application was filed in the Patent Office on December 11, 2000.
On May 15, 2000, Billie conceived an idea substantively identical to Debbie’s. Billie
immediately prepared a detailed technical description including drawings and visited a patent
attorney. Billie filed a patent application on June 14, 2000. Later, on July 9, 2000, Billie built a
prototype that implemented the concept and had fully and successfully tested it by August 11,
2000.
With regard to a priority contest between Debbie and Billie, which of the following statements is
most correct?
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
(E)
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Debbie will be awarded priority only if she can establish diligence for the entire
time between May 14, 2000 and her actual reduction to practice in June 2000, and
can establish that she did not suppress, abandon or conceal the invention.
Debbie will be awarded priority only if she can establish diligence for the entire
time between her conception in February 2000 and actual reduction to practice in
June 2000, and can establish that she did not suppress, abandon or conceal the
invention.
Debbie will be awarded priority if she can establish diligence for the entire time
between May 14, 2000 and her patent filing in December 2000, and can establish
that she did not suppress, abandon or conceal the invention.
To encourage prompt disclosure of inventions to the public, priority is always
awarded to the first to file an application, in this case Billie.
Billie must be awarded priority because his patent application established a
constructive reduction to practice prior to Debbie’s actual reduction to practice,
even if Debbie was diligent in reducing her invention to practice.
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